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FEDERAL DAIRY
ISSUES UPDATE
CHARLIE GARRISON

U S DA R E L E A S E S D E TA I L S O N
SECOND ROUND OF COVID-19
E C O N O M I C R E C O V E R Y A S S I S TA N C E
IDA has continued its work with the Congress and
the Trump Administration over the summer to help
ensure that economic assistance programs will help
the Idaho dairy industry navigate its way through
the coronavirus pandemic. Early on we concentrated
our efforts on getting funds to producers in a fair
and equitable way and to add product purchases and
donations to food banks to help on the demand side
of the equation.
USDA has announced that signup is underway
for its second round of assistance for agriculture
as the country continues to recover from the
economic impact of attempts to slow the spread of
the coronavirus. Farmers can access the provisions
and applications materials of the program known
as “CFAP 2.0” online at: www.farmers.gov/cfap or
through the local Farm Service Agency office.
Dairy producers are eligible to receive a payment of
$1.20/cwt on milk marketed from April 1 through
August 31, 2020. Production for the remainder
of this calendar year will be estimated using the
daily average from the earlier period multiplied
by 122, the number of days between September
1st and December 31st, and the same payment
rate of $1.20/cwt will apply. Dairy producers can
also qualify for the $55 per head in inventory on
a date between April 16th and August 31st of their
choosing, for “non-breeding” animals on their farm.
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Bull calves, steers, and cull cows likely fit this
category but females kept for breeding for milk
production do not.
Looking back at CFAP 1.0, most IDA members
have received 80 percent of the expected payout
of Coronavirus Food Assistance Program (CFAP)
direct payment. The remaining 20 percent is still
expected soon.
The same payment limits from CFAP 1.0 apply
in this round. That is $250,000 per individual
with up to three individuals making substantial
contributions in labor and/or management to the
operation eligible to qualify for a payment. IDA has
worked with the state’s congressional delegation to
ensure that the payment limits allow for as much
of actual dairy losses as possible can be covered by
these payments. Those efforts have been successful
as the initial proposed rule for CFAP 1.0 called for
limits of $150,000 per commodity with a $250,000
maximum payment for each operation. Early efforts
to disqualify milk priced using forward contracts
from coverage and to subtract proceeds from
risk management programs like Dairy Revenue
Protection (DRP) and Dairy Margin Coverage
(DMC) from CFAP payments were also turned
back through leadership provided by Senators Jim
Risch and Mike Crapo and Representatives Mike
Simpson and Russ Fulcher.
IDA continues its efforts to rally allies all across
agriculture on working to prevent the application of
payment limits to the distribution of funds intended
to help farmers recover from the economic impact
of a natural disaster like the current pandemic. The
concept is simple; people who make their living
from farming should be treated equally if taxpayer
money is to be used to help businesses recover from
losses no one could have anticipated.

products like cheese, butter, and yogurt. The Congress
allotted $3 billion for the program for purchasing and
donating fresh fruit and vegetables, meat, and milk and
dairy products. The Department was planning to spend
about $100 million per month through the end of
calendar year 2020 on milk and dairy products alone.
The ride for IDA members, and most everyone else
in the U.S. dairy industry, during the summer must
have felt like a roller coaster at times. In the spring,
the bottom dropped out of farm milk prices and it
looked like they might stay very low for months. Then
a combination of factors including U.S. cheese being
very price-competitive on the world market and Food
Box program funds chasing fresh cheese resulted in a
dramatic rise in the cheese price.
WORK CONTINUES ON
A D D I T I O N A L A S S I S TA N C E F O R
THE GENERAL ECONOMY
Leaders in the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives
and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin on behalf
of the White House have been trying to negotiate a
second round of coronavirus assistance that could be
enacted before the Congress recesses at the end of the
month to campaign for the November election. At the
same time, the Congress must come to an agreement
on legislation to fund the federal agencies beginning
with the start of the new fiscal year on October 1st.
At this writing it looks as though government funding
will most likely be extended at FY 2020 levels for a few
weeks to get past the election.

GOOD NEWS ON THE DEMAND SIDE
The USDA says that it is now up to nearly 100 million
boxes of food given out in the Farmers to Families Food
Box Program. Those boxes all include milk and dairy
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Prospects for a second round of coronavirus relief
prior to the November election dimmed when the
U.S. Senate was unable to advance a $500 billion
“skinny” or “targeted” bill earlier this month. The
U.S. House of Representatives had passed a $3
trillion stimulus bill in late May. Both bills are
equally generous to agriculture and would have
provided an additional $20 billion to the USDA
to be spent to help farmers. The way forward isn’t
clear at this point as Senate Republicans need at
least a few Democrats to support their proposal in
order to get the 60 votes needed to end a filibuster
and proceed to debate and a vote on a bill. House
Democrats appear ready to hold out until Senate
Republicans are prepared to spend upwards of $2
trillion on Round 2 of coronavirus relief.
A Round 2 bill is also expected to include additional
funding and wider eligibility for programs like
the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and the
Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL) Program.
Many IDA members were able to take advantage of
one or both programs and it looks like more help
will become available if a new relief bill can pass.
In the meantime, all four members of the Idaho
congressional delegation, Senators Mike Crapo and
Jim Risch and House Members Mike Simpson and
Russ Fulcher continue to be very helpful in trying
to make these programs run as effectively and
efficiently as possible. Even if there are no more
funds made available in these programs, IDA will
continue working with the delegation on the details
of what amounts of the assistance will be forgiven
and what must be paid back.

I M M I G R AT I O N R E F O R M

I N T E R N AT I O N A L T R A D E

After a workable reform bill passed the U.S. House
of Representatives late last year with support from
both of Idaho’s House members, proposals for
farmworker visa reform have clearly been moved
to the back burner in the U.S. Senate by the need
to deal with the pandemic. The urgency for a legal,
stable, and affordable workforce for the state’s dairy
industry remains at least as strong as ever. IDA will
continue its national leadership on legislation to
provide legal status for the current workforce and
protection from deportation for immediate family
and for the seasonal program to be made available
for year-round work.

The U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) went
into effect on July 1st. U.S. dairy exporters remain
concerned about the implementation of the dairy
provisions of the agreement, especially on the part of
Canada. Senator Mike Crapo was one of the leaders
recently on a letter to Agriculture Secretary Sonny
Perdue and U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer
asking that they monitor Canada’s implementation of
the USMCA to ensure fairness for U.S. dairy farmers.

IDA will also continue its work to organize other
agricultural groups in the state to support farmworker
visa reform that would meet Idaho’s needs and can
pass the Congress and be signed into law by the
President. We thank the organizations in the state
that have joined with us so we can all speak with
one voice on the issue given the prominence of the
Idaho delegation members in the U.S. Senate and
U.S. House of Representatives.
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MEET THE CANDIDATES
A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO SOME OF THE DAIRYMEN WHO
ARE RUNNING FOR THE IDA BOARD. BALLOTS WERE MAILED
TO M E M B E R S L A S T W E E K & N E E D TO B E P O S T- M A R K E D BY
OCTOBER 1ST ON THEIR RETURN TO BE ELIGIBLE.

W I L L I E B O K M A District II

C H R I S T O P H E R S T E V E N S O N District II

Within a two-mile radius, dairyman and longtime Board member Willie Bokma and his family
milk approximately 1,600 cows and farm roughly
1,400 acres. He currently serves on the board for
the Idaho Dairymen’s Association (IDA), is the
IDA representative for the Western States Dairy
Producer’s Association (WSDPA), and is one of the
dairy representatives on the Idaho Beef Council
(IBC). Willie has served on the IDA board for
almost 10 years, during which he quotes, “many
positive things have happened” and “with our large
presence comes large responsibility.”

I am part-owner with Veenhouwer Family Dairy
in the Magic Valley. On our farm, I consult with
our nutritionist with feeding the cows and ordering
feed. I also handle what manure spreading we do
with our trucks and also deal with some of the
farming of our crops too. I got to experience my
first term with IDA these last three years, which
gave me a feel of what is really happening within
our state and our industry. I really have a passion
for what our industry is doing, and want to protect
our rights. We have a great industry and I want to
stand up for it and protect it. Thank you for all of
your support.

While only being on the other boards for a short
amount of time, Willie has been heavily involved
in dealing with issues such as net-zero emissions,
dairying in the west, and legal/environmental
concerns. Any person who attends IDA meetings
where Willie is present, knows that he asks a lot
of questions, and he prides himself on this trait
because he “tries to get answers to questions
dairymen have.”
Willie is both pleased and thankful to serve fellow
dairymen in the state of Idaho.
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D E R E K W H I T E S I D E S District II

K I M W O L F L E Y District III

Our farm traces its roots to 1957 when my
Grandfather homesteaded in Rupert, Idaho.
We grew potatoes, beets, and grain. In 1978, my
dad moved the family into dairy farming when he
purchased our first 10 cows for milking.

As a third generation dairyman from Eastern Idaho,
it has been an honor to have served on the IDA Board
for the last three years representing District III.
Along with my wife Patricia, and daughter, Kristen
(Richard Korth), sons Jared (Sharee Wolfley), Clint
(Katie Wolfley), and 13 grandchildren, we have
operated a pasture-based, 160 cow dairy, along
with several hundred acres of hay and grain. With
a degree in Agriculture Business from Utah State
University, I returned to Blackfoot and started a
lifetime of dairy farming. I have been involved in
many community activities, past 4-H leader and
supporter, active in my church, and involved with
youth organizations. I have served many years in
leadership, and am the current President of the
Snake River Dairymen’s Association. I understand
many of the issues that are facing us as dairymen,
along with my experience and willingness to make
time to study all issues that we now face and will
encounter in the future. I would consider it an
honor to continue to represent District III as an
IDA board member.

I had the opportunity of growing up on the farm and
working for my father. After high school, I served a
mission for the Church of Jesus Christ in Omaha,
Nebraska and then earned a degree in Business
Finance with a minor in Interpersonal Relations.
I now continue the family legacy of entrepreneurship
as the farm moves on to another generation.
Our goal at Whitesides Dairy is to bring opportunity
and stability to as many people as we can. I believe
in progress and have faith in the future.
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ITEMS TO CONSIDER WHEN TALKING
WITH DIGESTER COMPANIES: PART 1
K AT H A R I N E L O T S P E I C H AG P R O F E S S I O N A L S

Large dairy farms are increasingly utilizing anaerobic manure digesters to produce energy from biogas and to
stabilize their manure solids. There has been a lot of talk and movement in the last 18 months about digester
companies interested in partnering with dairies to capture methane gas and deliver into a natural gas pipeline.
Many renewable energy companies are looking at dense milkshed areas within the United States to capitalize
on both the natural gas and carbon credit exchanges that can be generated from dairy manure digesters. Many
anaerobic technologies exist, but regardless of the technologies, there are important items for dairy operators
to consider when approached by renewable energy companies.

Is your dairy layout optimized for a digester?
The ideal consistency of manure is the slurry that comes out of scraped freestall lanes. While some open lots
may be able to pull together enough slurry from scraping behind the feedbunks based on sheer volume (3,000
milking cows or more), operations without freestalls typically don’t capture the kind of manure or volume
needed to successfully run a digester full time.

Does your manure management system capture the necessary carbon credit intensity score?
Many companies looking to capitalize on dairy manure digesters are also planning to utilize carbon intensity
(CI) scores to trade carbon credits in states such as California. A good rule of thumb to evaluate your facility’s
potential CI score is to observe whether a) manure sits in a depth ≥ 3 feet and b) for a period of time ≥ 30
days (both of these items must be true for a project that intends to utilize carbon credits to move forward).
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Who will be responsible for maintenance and operations of the digester?
It is critical to understand which party will be accountable for the day-to-day operations of a manure digester,
as well as regular and emergency maintenance activities. These responsibilities clearly spelled out will help
avoid unnecessary and potentially costly shutdowns of the digester.

Who will be responsible for the closure and shutdown of
the digester if the process does not work out on your facility?
In the case that a digester is no longer going to be in service, it is essential for the participating parties to know
beforehand who is responsible to properly shut down the digesting operation. State and local regulations may differ,
and it is important to have a closure plan that addresses both the physical and financial shutdowns of the digester.

How will your nutrient management plan need to change if a digester is incorporated on your facility?
You may have to make changes to your facility’s nutrient management plan (NMP) upon startup of a digester.
Nutrient values for digestate may be different than what you are used to from raw manure. Nutrient testing
after installation is important to ensure agronomic rates of digestate are applied to cropland.
AGPROfessionals has years of experience with dairy manure digesters, manure acquisition, and
brokering relationships between energy companies and livestock production facilities. Contact us at
info@agpros.com to learn if a digester makes sense for your operational goals
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THE CORONAVIRUS
LIMITED IMMUNITY ACT
L I M I T I N G L E G A L L I A B I L I T Y D U R I N G T H E PA N D E M I C
K AT I E VA N D E N B E R G , DAV I D C L A I B O R N E
S AW TO OT H L AW O F F I C E S

In a world where we thrive on certainty, the uncertainty
surrounding COVID-19 and our proper response to it
has turned our lives upside down as we struggle to keep up
with ever changing science, data, and health guidelines.
This game of guessing and catch-up has also put everyone
in a precarious legal position over whether they have done
enough to prevent exposure of the virus to others.
Due to the difficulty in formulating a response to the
virus in light of constantly changing science, data,
and guidelines, many state legislatures have found it
appropriate and consistent with public policy to limit
legal liability associated with the pandemic. Fortunately,
Idaho is one of those states. On August 19, 2020,
Governor Brad Little issued a proclamation calling for
a special session of the Legislature to address upcoming
elections and civil liability during the pandemic. At
the end of the three-day special session, the Idaho
Legislature passed what is called the Coronavirus
Limited Immunity Act. This Act became effective
on August 27, 2020, with Governor Little’s signature.
Groups such as the Idaho Association of Commerce and
Industry (IACI), of which IDA is an active member and
director, through partnership with the Idaho Liability
Reform Coalition, were instrumental in the passage of
this bill, which aims to protect individuals, businesses,
churches, schools, and other entities from civil liability
as they reopen and attempt to return to some sense of
normalcy while living with the virus.
The Coronavirus Limited Immunity Act is a welcome
sight for all individuals, businesses, and employers in
Idaho, including dairies and allied industries. This
Act enables businesses and other entities to continue
to operate without fear of being sued for exposures of
COVID-19 that may occur negligently or unintentionally.
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If you have questions or concerns regarding liability
under this new Act, or would like some advice on
proper responses to COVID-19 in the workplace,
feel free to contact us at 208.629.7447.

However, there are some important limitations to
this law that need to be acknowledged.
First, this Act does not protect individuals, businesses,
etc. from liability for exposures that are intentional,
willful, or reckless. For example, an individual that
knows that he or she is infected with COVID-19 and
intentionally sneezes or coughs on another person
would not be protected under this law, and could still
be sued for civil liability.
Second, this Act has a sunset provision, meaning
that after July 1, 2021, it has no force or effect, and
individuals, businesses, churches, schools, etc. may once
again be sued for negligent exposures to COVID-19.
This bill is intended to be a temporary stop-gap for the
time being, and the Legislature is expected to take up
a more permanent bill in January during the ordinary
2021 legislative session. Due to its late passage, and
due to the sunset provision, it is very important to
understand when this bill may protect you, and when
it will not. The examples to the right are intended to
help you understand situations in which a person may
still be liable for exposures to COVID-19.
Please note that this law does not, in any case,
provide protection for employers that retaliate or
discriminate against employees for COVID-19
related reasons. Accordingly, an employer may be
liable to an employee under other employment
laws for retaliation, discrimination, or for creating
a hostile work environment for COVID-19 related
leave or requests. We hope that your families, friends,
and businesses are healthy and well during this time
of pandemic, and we wish you continued health and
success as 2020 nears its end.

S I T UAT I O N 1
When a Claim is Brought for Exposure
That Occurred Before August 27, 2020
Unfortunately, this law is not retroactive. This means
that if you negligently exposed someone to COVID-19
before August 27, 2020, (when this bill became law) and
the person you exposed it to can prove that you were the
direct or proximate cause of their illness, then you may
be liable to that person if they choose to sue you for such
exposure that occurred before the law came into effect.

S I T UAT I O N 2
When Claim is Brought for Exposure
Between August 27, 2020, and July 1, 2021
This law is prospective in nature, meaning it will protect you
from civil liability for negligently exposing someone to
COVID-19 after it passed, and up until it expires on
July 1, 2021. This means that if you negligently expose
someone to COVID-19 during this time, you cannot be
held liable for it. However, you can still be liable for those
exposures that were intentional, willful, or reckless.

S I T UAT I O N 3
When Claim is Brought for Exposure After July 1, 2021
Once this law expires in 2021, claims can once again be
brought for negligent exposures to COVID-19 that occur
after the law expires, if the Legislature does not pass
another bill that supersedes this one. However, if another
law is passed, the terms of that law will govern future liability,
rather than the terms of this law. What a superseding law may
contain is purely speculative at this point, but it is possible
that the protection it provides may be broader or narrower
than what is currently contained in this Act.
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MANAGING FALL HARVEST MISHAPS
E L L I S S A C L A R K I D A C O N S U LT I N G S E R V I C E S

The smell of freshly cut corn silage always takes me back to fond childhood memories of fall harvest.
I spent many hours driving dump trucks, jumping in the soft silage with my siblings, and “helping”
my dad pack the silage pit with my dirt bike.
Although many of my harvest-time activities—several of which I probably shouldn’t share in writing—
were fun and exciting, I never realized how lucky my siblings and I were to have avoided major
accidents. Close calls are all too common during times as busy as fall harvest. Meeting with dairy
workers to remind them of the inherent hazards and safety precautions of harvest season will go a long
way in preventing accidents on your dairy.
At the end of the day, every dairy facility is different. I encourage you to analyze your operation from
a safety perspective before you meet with your workforce. Then, discuss your dairy’s specific protocols
and happenings with your team so that everyone is on the same page.
For additional silage safety talking points, please visit the article “Silage Safety” in IDA’s 2019 Q3 newsletter.
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REMIND EVERYONE ON THE FARM TO BE AWARE OF
THE FOLLOWING HAZARDS DURING HARVEST SEASON:

1
2
3

B A R N YA R D T R A F F I C
INCREASES IN THE FALL
More people are on the farm trying to
finish large amounts of work. Remain
alert at all times when you are working in
high-traffic areas.
L O N G H O U R S C A N R E S U LT
I N T I R E D O P E R ATO R S
Mistakes are more likely to happen
if dairy workers are getting too little
sleep. Encourage your employees to get
adequate rest when they are at home.

WORKERS ON THE GROUND
CAN BE TOUGH TO SPOT
Wearing high-visibility safety vests is
considered best practice for employees
working outside on the dairy. A cheaper
alternative to vests is brightly colored
(e.g. neon yellow) t-shirts. Your dairy
suppliers might even be willing to sponsor
this initiative. Regardless of apparel,
remind employees on the ground to make
eye contact with equipment operators—
particularly near silage piles.

4
5

COMPLACENCY LEADS
TO ACCIDENTS
Driving the same route 20 times a day
can be different every time. Always pay
attention to your surroundings and follow
traffic rules.
DISTRACTED DRIVING
IS DANGEROUS
Workers should never use their cell
phones while driving. If they must
communicate with someone while
working, they should pull over and put
the vehicle in park before using the phone.

6

RUSHING THROUGH
TA S K S I S D I S C O U R AG E D

7

DO NOT PERFORM MAINTENANCE
ON RUNNING EQUIPMENT

As employees hurry to complete the
never-ending work during harvest, simple
mistakes are often made, and safety
precautions are overlooked. Emphasize
the importance of safety before speed.

Servicing, adjusting, or clearing plugs
while a machine is powered can be very
dangerous. Turning off equipment before
maintenance is a simple way to avoid
serious injuries.
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NRCS FUNDING UPDATE
T A N Y A O L D H A M I D A C O N S U LT I N G S E R V I C E S

The National Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) offers cost share programs that helps
producers address on-farm challenges in order
to manage operations more efficiently. In Idaho,
dairy has its own funding pool, meaning that
dairy applications will only compete against
other dairy applications. To be eligible for
these funds, the operation must have less than
$900,000 as their Adjusted Gross Income for
the previous three years. This last year there was
$500,000 set aside for dairy, but only $300,000
was spent.
Curtis Elke, the Idaho NRCS State
Conservationist, is working hard for dairy’s
involvement. This fall he came to visit IDA staff
and we discussed all of the hurdles involved with
applying for NRCS funding. Nothing was left
off the table. Following these discussions, Curtis
committed more money to the dairy pool. The
next cycle of funding will include $750,000 just
for dairy projects. Our goal is to defeat many
of the hurdles and roadblocks in order to gain
participation and to help get dairy projects
funded. The cutoff date for these funds has yet
to be announced and there is still time to apply.
A couple of challenges with the NRCS process
has been the length of time before funding is
available. Curtis Elke mentioned that they have
waivers to jump start the process and allow
projects to start before it they are funded. The
caveat being there is no guarantee on funding
the project, and if your project is not picked,
you would be responsible to pay for its entirety.
However, this could be helpful with the
replacement of lagoon liners with short windows
of time to complete the work.

Another issue that we discussed was some of the
reasons why some applicants were denied funding.
One facility failed to prove a resource concern
was being addressed. This requirement has been
removed in the new farm bill. NRCS is allowed
to dedicate money to any project that displays
a need for the farm to manage more effectively.
This opens the door to a number of opportunities
for projects. If a producer’s application was
denied funding last year, that producer has the
option to defer the application. This allows the
project to go up for consideration again and
could potentially be funded in the next cycle.
Knowing the right questions to ask seems to be a
key factor. I am here to help as much as possible.
In the last year I have worked hard to be a liaison
between producers and the NRCS process. Please
reach out if there is interest in NRCS funding
and I will do my best to be of assistance. I am
happy to answer questions and connect producers
to the NRCS field staff in the regions.
There are additional funds dedicated to each
district that are also available. The prioritizing
of those funds happens at the Local Working
Group meetings. These meetings are just around
the corner. They are typically held in Nov/Dec,
so watch for announcements for your area and
be sure to join. My conclusion from attending
previous meetings was that those who attended
had their voices heard. I strongly encourage you
to attend one of these if you are interested in or
plan on applying for NRCS funding. Please give
me a call if you have additional questions.
Tanya Oldham
435.660.9501 / tanya@idahodairymens.org
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POSSIBLE PROJECTS

»

Nutrient Management CNMPs, cropland management

»

Feed Management Adjustment of rations, feeding methods

»

Lagoon Closures Decommissioning of lagoons

»

Manure Separation Facilities Mechanical separation, settling cells, and/or basins

»

Lagoon Construction Additional storage

»

Pond Lining Replacement of lagoon liners

»

Manure Transferring Pipelines, handling areas

»

Critical Area Plantings Establishing vegetation in eroded areas

»

Fence Constructed in areas to control animals, people

»

Heavy Use Areas Asphalt, concrete in areas with high traffic

»

Prescribed Grazing Management of grazing lands

»

Forage & Biomass Plantings Establishing forage crops

»

Weed Control Weed removal in all land besides active cropland

»

Farm Energy Improvement Replacing/retrofitting equipment for energy efficiency

»

Lighting System Improvement Replacing/retrofitting lighting systems for energy efficiency

»

Roof Runoff Structures Rain gutters

»

Irrigation Water Management Pivots, automatic gated pipe, drip

»

Livestock Water Systems Pipelines for drinking water, troughs

»

Pumping Plant Any pumps for irrigation, transferring of manure

»

Spring Water Developments Improvements of springs for use

»

Water Control Structures Canals, ditches, culverts, berms

»

Water Wells Livestock, irrigation wells
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GOT MILK
PRICE RISK?
M I L K P R I C E R I S K & T H E TO O L S AVA I L A B L E TO M A N AG E I T
R YA N YO N K M A N
RICE DAIRY

Over the last few years, there has been an immense
amount of change across the milk price risk
management landscape. We have watched existing
government programs drastically change (MPP to
DMC along with new limits for LGM) and new
programs launched (DRP). We watched new CME
products get listed (block cheese) and to boot, our
milk pricing equations changed (Class I).
Today’s article is going to take a brief look at
these products and how you should consider
them when evaluating how to manage your milk
price risk.
Let’s start with the risk: the milk check. These
programs for the most part are all worthless if you
do not understand how your milk check works. How
can you possibly hedge your price if you don’t know
how you’re paid? It is very important to understand
the moving parts in your milk check, from your
blend price breakdown to what and how your
PPD works. By no means is this a perfect science
as milk pricing is one of the more complicated
things you will ever find, but there are indeed some
best practices when it comes to understanding your
underlaying milk price risk.
Look into your blend price formula, do your
homework, or work with someone who understands
how milk is priced and pooled in your area. Don’t
get caught only in a Class III hedge because you
didn’t know you had Class IV risk. A very simple
way to see your utilizations and PPDs are to
simply go the federal order website and look at
the breakdown for your region. These reports are
published every month.
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In this current environment, there has been
tremendous attention on PPD (producer price
differential) as it has been drastically negative across
many states. For the most part these negative
PPDs are measuring the difference between your
blend price and Class III milk, coming from three
major areas:
1. The record Class III–IV spread (Class IV worth
much less then Class III)
2. New class I pricing change which is no longer the
higher of, but the average of Class III and IV plus 74
cents (Class I worth much less Class III)
3. De-pooling (done to take advantage of points 1
and 2)
T H E R E A R E T WO I M P O R TA N T
THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT PPD
WHEN IT COMES TO MANAGING
PRICE RISK
1. PPD is the difference between your blend
price and Class III, which means it represents the
value of Class I, II, and IV vs Class III. From a
risk management perspective, PPD primarily
represents your Class IV risk as Class I, II, and
IV all have underlying Class IV pricing in them.
In short, when you are hedging the Class IV part of
your blend price utilizations you are indeed hedging
a good chunk of your PPD risk.
2. When the Class III-IV spread trades at extremes
with Class III over Class IV you take on new risk in
that a lot of milk can/will get de-pooled, creating
large PPDs as plants keep the Class III dollars vs
pooling them. The key here is that if you are in an

order that has a lot of Class IV risk, your milk check
will not track well with Class III. To tie this back to
risk management, the takeaway here is that if you
are in an aggressive Class III hedge (futures, forward
sales, or sold calls) it could end up being detrimental
to your business as you can lose money on your
Class III hedge and your milk check doesn’t at the
same rate to offset those losses as the plants de-pool.
When the Class III-IV spread is at extremes and
you are in a Class IV state, be sure to take this into
account before taking aggressive Class III hedge
positions. If you choose to do so, make sure you
understand the potential collateral damage in the
event of de-pooling.
Now back to the tools we can use to help mitigate
milk price risk.
FSA/Crop insurance programs with subsidies
DAIRY MARGIN
COVERAGE (DMC)
DMC is administrated by the FSA and replaced
the old MPP program a few years ago, which by all
means was an upgrade. DMC is one-time sign up
that covers a calendar year at a time, by protecting
a static milk-feed margin (all milk price–corn,
soybean meal, and alfalfa). DMC is the one
program in this country that in my eyes should
be used by every dairy every year at the 9.50
coverage for .15/cwt up to the 5,000,000 annual
lbs. you’re allowed to cover per year. Page 20 has a
table from fsa.usda displaying the calculations used
for 2020 thus far.
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DAIRY REVENUE
PROTECTION (DRP)
DRP is the newest program to the risk management
world, launched back in 2018 and needs to be in every
dairy’s arsenal when it comes to managing milk price
risk. DRP is the first of its kind to be focused on just
the milk check side of the equation. It is a subsidized,
market-based crop insurance, providing quarterly
coverage options to hedge Class III and Class IV milk
(can also cover these using components). Simply put:
DRP is a subsidized quarterly floor (put) you can buy
on your milk revenue (milk price *yield factor for your
state) tied back to Class III and Class IV going up
to five quarters out. What has made DRP so effective
for dairies across the country is that you can protect
your milk check the way it works. You have flexibility
to protect Class III and Class IV milk going up to
five quarters out with no production limitations and
it is not an all or none program. Like the CME, you
can protect increments of milk revenue as you see fit,
with premiums not due until the end of each quarter,
making it a very cash-flow-friendly program. Like
DMC, DRP should be a tool in your toolbox and,
from our perspective, should be a major part of the
base of your risk management program. Take into
account that it is a subsidized way to set a floor
on the right instruments, going up to five quarters
out, with cash due at the end of each quarter, no
production limitations, and you have a hedge
product all producers should know how to use. The
last point to make on DRP is liquidity. DRP coverage
levels and premiums are set off the CME prices from
that day (closed on USDA report days). On any given
day a dairy can protect all or some of their expected
milk production at those prices and premiums going
up to five quarters out. For those of you who use the
CME now to manage risk, you know this is a huge deal.
To just go to the CME and hedge millions of pounds
of milk, especially in Class IV, four to five quarters
out can be a real task, requiring loads of patience,
creativity, and often willingness to pay up to get your
coverage bought. DRP is a great risk mitigation tool
and for many dairies can easily be the cornerstone of
your hedge programs. Currently around 30 percent of
U.S milk is hedged under DRP.

LIVESTOCK GROSS
MARGIN (LGM)
LGM is another subsidized, market-based crop insurance
program that is similar to DMC in that it protects the
margin between Class III milk and feed cost created off
of corn and soybean meal, but like DRP in that it prices
off the current markets. LGM falls in between DMC
and DRP in that it is offered once a month and you can
hedge 11 months forward. The key change to LGM made
recently is that there is no longer production limitations
like DMC has, now allowing dairies to appropriately
hedge all their pounds shipped like in DRP. The biggest
issue with LGM currently is that you cannot hold DRP
and LGM in the same quarter, only offered once a
month, and it does not allow you to protect Class IV milk
(example if you buy LGM in Q4 you can’t use DRP and
vice versa). For dairies with Class IV risk, it is hard to
find a place to use this program. On a positive note, the
program allows you to protect a month at a time going
11 months out, better than the quarterly averages used
in DRP and for Class III producers can be good hedge
against Class III milk by lowering the weight of the feed
calculation or a good way to protect Class III, corn, and
soybean meal if you heavily weigh in your feed exposure.
In summary, LGM should be in your toolbox, but for the
majority of dairies (especially in Class IV states) it would
be hard to implement this in your risk management plans.
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CHICAGO MERCANTILE
EXCHANGE (CME)
The CME is the oldest and most widely used
marketplace for managing milk and dairy product
price risk. There are no subsidies, quarterly averages,
or production constraints here. The exchange
represents a place where buyers and sellers can meet
to exchange/remove risk. The CME provides futures
and options not just on Class III and IV milk, but also
on products, cheese, block cheese, whey, butter, and
nonfat. The CME is our most flexible tool because a
dairy can use all the products with ability to execute
complex futures/options strategies and have ability
to alter his/her risk position as markets change. The
CME has no restrictions on what other programs
you use, allowing you to stack CME structures on
top of the other FSA/crop insurance products we
talked about earlier in the column. Since the release
of DMC and DRP, I look at the exchange as a
place to take aggressive hedge positions (selling
futures), better your hedge position (use CME to
protect higher prices if you have already maxed
out your DRP and DMC), and protect gains
on existing DRP coverage. Remember: DRP is a
quarterly-settled product creating risk in that if a
particular month rallies strong enough, it can pull
the quarterly average up to take you out of a DRP
payment. This is exactly what happened in June
Class III when it rallied from $11 to $21 in just
a few weeks. When the price was trading sub $15,
much of DRP was trading deep in the money and
the risk was in if June could rally a ton. By using
the exchange, a dairy could have locked in his DRP
gain and mitigated that risk by buying a simple call
option to protect the price from rallying. On the
flip side, if you bought DRP in the panic of the
COVID-19 break, you might have some very low
coverage and now want to either roll your coverage
up or find a way to pay for the DRP. In that scenario
you may use the CME to sell calls against the DRP
or do a collar to establish higher puts and use sold
call to offset the premiums. Lastly, if you’re ready to
just straight sell milk or get aggressive with options,
there is no more direct way to get that done than
by using the CME. This can also be accomplished

by using your processor’s forward desk or done over
the counter (OTC). The CME is a tool dairies must
have in their tool box. If you are more than just a
put buyer, (DRP, DMC, LGM) you will find the
CME to be a big part of your hedge program as you
use it to supplement your base hedge positions built
using DRP and DMC.
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In conclusion, it’s important to know how your milk check works in relation to these products and
that you have access to use them. From a very general risk management perspective, I would be
prepared to use the following tools:

1
2

3

DMC
Sign up for the annual 5,000,000 lbs of
coverage at 9.50 for .15/cwt.

DMC
Have a CME account with a broker or
thorugh your processor so when you are
ready to get aggressive, roll up, or lock in
gains on your DRP, you can.

4

DRP
Open a policy and when it’s time to set
floors (buy puts) across the curve, this is
the product you want to use.

LGM
If you are in an all Class III state and like
to manage a milk-feed margin across an
11-month time frame, this might be the
tool for you.

PRICES FOR 2020

Month

Corn
($/bu)

Blended
Alfalfa Hay
($/ton)

Soybean Meal
($/ton)

All Milk
($/cwt)

Final Feed
Costs for
DMC ($/cwt)

Milk Margin
Above Feed
Costs for DMC
($/cwt)

JA N UA RY

3.79

190.50

300.11

19.60

8.88

10.72

F E B R UA RY

3.78

190.50

295.28

18.90

8.84

10.06

MARCH

3.68

190.00

312.38

18.00

8.85

9.15

APRIL

3.29

195.00

295.39

14.40

8.37

6.03

M AY

3.20

195.00

288.56

13.60

8.23

5.37

JUNE

3.16

190.00

288.66

18.10

8.11

9.99
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FARM PROGRAM UPDATE
LEIGHONA BERNSTEIN NMPF

FARM PROGRAM RECOGNIZED AGAIN
F O R I N T E R N AT I O N A L Q U A L I T Y C E R T I F I C AT I O N
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Agricultural Marketing Service once again approved the National
Dairy Farmers Assuring Responsible Management (FARM) Animal Care Program’s animal welfare standards,
determining that the program’s 4th version meets the requirements of the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) Technical Specification. FARM was the first animal-care program in the world to have
its updated standards verified through this process.
“The ISO certification for the FARM Program demonstrates its importance and validates our industry’s
commitment to animal care not only domestically but also in the world market,” said Jim Mulhern, president
and CEO of the National Milk Producers Federation, which administers the FARM program. The assessment
to the ISO standard determines whether animal welfare programs meet international standards for animal care
as set by an independent standards-setting organization. FARM was evaluated to ensure that the standards in
Version 4.0 of its Animal Care program meet the highest quality in species-specific welfare practices.
The World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) and ISO work together to help farmers and programs like
FARM standardize and implement their animal care guidelines. The OIE, the World Trade Organizationrecognized body for setting animal health and welfare standards affecting international trade, adopted dairy
cattle welfare standards in 2015.
FARM was the first livestock program in the world recognized for the technical specification in 2018. It
repeated the USDA verification process to provide an additional level of assurance for the improvements made
to the program in its fourth iteration. The verification by USDA signifies to FARM Program participants that
its standards are among the best in the world; it also signals to consumers they can have confidence their dairy
products were produced in accordance with the highest level of science-based animal care.
FARM PROG R AM CYCLE E X TENDED
Due to the ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, the National Dairy FARM Program is extending the
cycles for all program areas in order to maintain the health and safety of all involved in the evaluation process.
The current program cycles, which began January 1, 2020 and was scheduled to run through December 31,
2022 will now remain in effect through December 31, 2023.
Administrative adjustments and considerations will be made to accommodate the extension to the animal care,
environmental stewardship, and workforce development program cycles. The FARM Antibiotic Stewardship
manual will continue to be updated on an annual basis to reflect changes in antibiotic approvals and test kit
availability. For more information, please contact dairyfarm@nmpf.org.
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AN UPDATE ON CAFE
BILL LOFTUS UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

A project to look at dairy manure as a potential resource
than simply as waste will receive $10 million from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture National Institute of
Food and Agriculture. The project is the largest among
a wide array of research projects that will unfold
through the Idaho Center for Agriculture, Food, and
the Environment (CAFE). A major component of the
center took a large step forward in July with the beginning
of planning and design work on the $22.5 million research
dairy near Rupert, Idaho.

Agronomists,
economists,
animal
scientists,
engineers, and soil and water experts will collaborate
on the project. The goal is to help dairy producers
adopt technologies and processes to extract nutrients
from dairy manure and transform them into
fertilizers and value-added bioproducts.

University of Idaho agricultural and engineering
researchers will develop ways to create useful
bioproducts from dairy manure for growing crops or
producing plastics or other products.

“This project also presents a significant economic
opportunity for the dairy industry,” said McGuire,
who also serves as the Idaho Agricultural Experiment
Station director. “It’s not just selling the milk
nutrients, which traditionally comprises 90 percent
of a dairy’s revenue stream, but also selling the crop
nutrients that will hopefully support the economic
sustainability of the industry.”

The five-year grant led by Mark McGuire, the College
of Agricultural and Life Sciences associate dean, is titled
“Creating a New Bioeconomy for Dairies to Increase
Nutrient Recycling, Enhance Productivity of Crops,
and Stimulate Prosperity in Rural America.”

“The project really represents a research dairy and
a related demonstration farm that will be a 30 to
50 year experiment to look at sustainability and
regenerative agriculture,” U of I ag dean Michael
Parrella said.
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The research dairy and its related farm will
address the connection between plant and animal
agriculture, Parrella said. The 640-acre site near
Rupert will be among the best-equipped sites
in the nation to find solutions. The AnheuserBusch Foundation demonstrated its support with a
$200,000 donation for the Sustainable Water and
Soil Health Demonstration Farm that is integral
to the research dairy and CAFE mission. The gift
will fund research on crop rotations, cover crops,
and livestock integration at multiple sites, included
locations owned by Anheuser-Busch.
Flexibility in design and operation over the next 30
to 50 years must guide the creation of the nation’s
largest research dairy, U of I officials say.
The CAFE launch meeting on July 23 gathered U of
I and design and engineering company leaders for the
new research dairy, which is scheduled for completion
in 2023, and is to begin milking cows by 2024.

The dairy will house 2,000 cows and allow researchers
to better integrate animal and plant agriculture.
The two lead contractors for the project are McAlvain
Construction of Boise and Keller Associates, which
has offices in several Idaho cities. McAlvain will serve
as general contractor and formed a team that includes
Standley and Co. and Mike Roth, a longtime dairy
producer. Keller’s team includes AgProfessionals and
Lombard Conrad Architects.
Idaho legislators provided $10 million in state funds
to match private funding raised by the university
and have favorably considered adding another $5
million. The dairy is the largest of four components
that make up the center. It includes a discovery
center and offices near Jerome and expanded food
processing research and education with the College
of Southern Idaho in Twin Falls. U of I also invited
collaboration with Brigham Young University–Idaho
and the state’s public universities.
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